Introduction
The photo dynamical behavior of model hetero aromatic rings is of great interest since it provides a deep understanding of the properties of benchmark systems suitable to investigate more complex molecular species. Among these heterocycles, DNA and RNA bases are ubiquitous with intrinsic stability against photo induced damages. 1, 2 While their short excited state lifetimes reveal a common rapid decay to the electronic ground state, several distinct deactivation paths have been theoretically emphasized. Conical intersection (CI) connecting directly the locally excited * state to the electronic ground state can be reached through out-of-plane vibrational modes, involving ring deformation and bending of the amino group as predicted for cytosine 3, 4 and guanine. 5 The potential energy surfaces (PES) in the Franck-Condon region are generally quite complex with several low-lying excited states of different electronic characters such as * and n* with the lone pair on the oxygen and/or nitrogen atoms. Surface crossings between the bright * state and dark n* states thus further complicate the possible relaxation mechanisms. 6 A way to simplify the photo dynamical process would be to suppress the n* state, for instance by protonation at the nitrogen site.
Indeed, while most of the experimental and theoretical works of the last two decades have been devoted to neutral species, the study of protonated nucleobases and related species has now emerged with the advent of cryogenic ion spectroscopy. For instance, we have recently investigated the photochemical properties of protonated azine, diazines and DNA/RNA bases following electronic excitation. 7, 8 Sub picosecond excited state lifetimes have been estimated from line broadening of the vibronic bands when one nitrogen atom of the ring is not protonated, revealing the influence of a n N * state upon the deactivation of the * state. Besides, even in molecules that do not have a lone pair orbital on nitrogen, a dramatic lifetime shortening of 4 order of magnitude has been observed with a single functional group substitution (OH vs NH 2 ) in protonated keto-enol uracil and keto-amino cytosine, respectively. We thus have undertaken a systematic study of the influence of the position of the amino group in protonated aminopyridine molecules.
2-, 3-and 4-aminopyridine (AP) are simple molecules that could act as biomimetic of pyrimidine bases. In their neutral forms, they indeed have short excited state lifetimes with low fluorescence yield, revealing efficient non-radiative process. 9 Their radiative rate are greatly increased in acidic solution, pointing out the role of protonation and the effect of the */n* coupling in the deactivation mechanism. 10 In protonated aminopyridine (APH + ), the absence of n n * state should lead to rather simple deactivation mechanism, if any, involving out-of-plane ring deformation and amino bending modes. While these molecules are among the simplest aromatic ones with only one substituted functional group, other related systems such as aminobenzonitrile (ABN) and dimethyl aminobenzonitrile (DMABN) have shown to have particular excited state properties. In particular, when the amino group is in para position, charge transfer can occur leading to a 90° twist motion of the amino group. 11 The so-called twisted intramolecular charge transfer state (TICT) corresponds to a transition of an electron from lone pair orbital localized on the twisted amino group to the antibonding orbital on the aromatic cycle. Such TICT reaction has been observed in solution and small clusters due to the large stabilization of the charge transfer state upon solvation. Bare isolated molecules such as the chromophore of the green fluorescent protein 12 and carbocyanine-like dye 13 can undergo cis-trans photo isomerization in the absence of solvent. As it will be shown here, we have found evidence for TICT reaction in protonated 4-aminopyridine.
We here present the vibrationally resolved electronic spectra of cold, protonated 2-, 3-and 4aminopyiridine (APH + ) along with their excited state lifetimes and dissociation kinetics through oneand two-color photofragmentation spectroscopy. One of the striking result is the absence of dissociation following electronic excitation around the band origin in 3-APH + and 4-APH + , while 2-APH + does fragment. Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations have been performed at the coupled-cluster CC2 level in the ground and electronic states allowing a firm assignment of the excited state structures. In 4-APH + , a drastic competition in the excited state dynamics occurs within about 500 cm -1 above the band origin. Excited state calculations suggest that an intramolecular excited state proton transfer reaction competes with TICT formation, these reactions paths being discriminated by their fragmentation channels.
Experimental Section
The experimental setup has been previously presented 14 and only a brief overview is described. The protonated ions are produced in an electrospray ion source (ESI) from a methanol solution at a concentration of 100 µM. The ions are stored in an octopole trap for 100 ms and extracted and accelerated at 220 V by applying a pulsed field at the exit lens of the octopole towards the second vacuum chamber where the quadrupole ion trap QIT (Jordan TOF, Inc.) is located. The 3D-QIT is housed in a copper box mounted on the cold head (CH-204S, Sumitomo) of a compressed helium cryostat that maintained the temperature around 10-15 K. The incoming protonated aminopyridine APH + ions (m/z 95) are mass-selected before being trapped and thermalized through collisions with helium buffer gas introduced in the QIT by a pulsed valve (General valve, series 9) triggered a few ms before. The photodissociation laser is shined into the trap and both the parent and fragment ions are mass-analyzed in the linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer and detected with micro channel plates (Z Gap, Jordan TOF, Inc.). The electronic spectra are thus obtained by scanning the laser frequency and recording the signal of each fragment ion, normalized by the intensity of the laser and the parent ion signal.
Three types of electronic spectroscopy have been performed: (i) the vibrationally-resolved spectroscopy of the locally excited state S 1 through a 2-color excitation scheme (ii) the time-resolved dynamics of the excited states (from picosecond to microsecond time scale) (iii) the fragmentation kinetics on the millisecond time scale. Two sets of laser have been used. In Orsay, the photodissociation laser is the output of a mode-locked picosecond Nd:YAG laser (EKSPLA-SL300) operated at 10 Hz and pumping at 355 nm an optical parametric amplifier (EXSPLA-PG411) to obtain tunable visible/UV light in the 700-220 nm region. For the 2-color pump/probe experiments, the UV pump is issued from the OPA and the probe is the third harmonic of the Nd:YAG beam (355 nm). The picosecond time resolved spectroscopy is recorded by delaying the probe beam with a motorized optical delay line with 6.6 ps time step. Typical laser pulse energies are in the order of 50 µJ in the UV and 500 µJ for the 355 nm beam. Both beams are focused by a 700 mm lens and cross each other in the center of the trap. The cross correlation of the laser beams is about 16 ps. For the electronic spectrum, the photodissociation signal is averaged over 32 laser shots per wavelength step (0.05 nm resolution) while for the 2-color experiments, a set of 5 scans of 16 laser shots per time step is averaged. In Marseille, the time resolved dynamics have been obtained with two nanosecond lasers (OPO EKSPLA-NT342B) delayed electronically in time. Finally, for the fragmentation kinetics measurement, the fragmentation time is recorded by changing the delay between the laser and the extraction pulse ejecting the ions from the ion trap to the time of flight. The time resolution, on the order of 100 ns, is limited by the rise time of the high voltage pulser.
Results

Protonated 2-aminopyridine (2-APH + )
The photo dissociation mass spectra of 2-APH + through 1-and 2-color excitation scheme are reported in Figure 1 . The main fragmentation channel following UV excitation is at m/z 78, corresponding to NH 3 loss. This fragment is the only one observed through low-energy collision induced dissociation (figure SI1 Supporting Information). The kinetics of formation of this photo fragment is rather long with a rising time of 450 ± 50 µs (figure SI2 Supplementary Information). This is a strong indication that the m/z 78 ion is formed following UV excitation after internal conversion (IC) to the ground state. Other low intensity fragments are barely detected at m/z 94 (H loss), m/z 67, m/z 51 and m/z 41. These three latter ions are secondary fragments of the 2-AP radical cation (m/z 94) as observed in the electron impact ionization mass spectrum. 20, 21 The fragmentation yield of these fragments is very weak through UV excitation. Interestingly, the fragmentation yield of the H loss channel and its secondary fragments is greatly increased through absorption of the 355 nm probe laser. Through the 2-color scheme (zero time delay between the pump and probe beams), all fragments are formed immediately after the laser excitation and the extraction of the ions from the QIT can be reduced to less than 1 µs. These results suggest that 2-APH + fragments following UV excitation through IC leading to m/z 78 ions (NH 3 loss) associated with a fragmentation kinetics of 450 µs, and that the other fragmentation channels are all issued from a 2-photon excitation scheme (two UV photons or one UV photon + 355 nm photon).
The electronic spectra of 2-APH + , recorded on the m/z 78 ion through a 2-color scheme, are reported in Figure 1 , starting from the band origin (316.15 nm, 31 631 cm -1 ) up to 2500 cm -1 of excess energy in the excited state. In the lower right panel, the fragmentation time window is set at 1µs (prompt dissociation), i. e. the lasers being shined 1 µs before the extraction of the ions from the QIT.
In that case, the spectra recorded on all fragmentation channels (including H loss and its secondary fragments) are identical. The band origin and the first vibrations located at + 80 and + 160 cm -1 have very weak intensities (see the inset in Fig.1 , lower right panel). Other weak intensity transitions are observed at + 335 cm -1 and about +500 cm -1 . At + 635 cm -1 and above, sharp bands are detected that are ten times more intense than the band origin. As will be explained below, they are assigned to vibrational progressions in a second minimum of the excited state potential energy surface with large Franck Condon activity. They are located at + 157, 380, 498, 547, 797 and 957 cm -1 from the first intense band at 635 cm -1 . Above ca. + 2000 cm -1 of excess energy in the excited state, no other sharp vibronic transition is detected. The band origin of 2-APH + is red-shifted by more than 1800 cm -1 as compared to neutral 2-AP, 22 that has an intense band origin at 33 471 cm -1 with active modes at 245 cm -1 and 316 cm -1 (out-of-plane modes 10b 0 1 , 16a 0 1 ) and 526, 826 and 953 cm -1 (in-plane ring deformations 6a 0 1 , 1 0 1 and 12 0 1 ). The spectrum reported in the upper right panel is obtained at much longer fragmentation time window, ca. 10 ms. As it can be clearly seen, a broad background signal is clearly observed that increases with the excess energy in the excited state. There is no clear onset of this continuous underlying band although it is noteworthy that the absence of sharp vibronic transitions above 2000 cm -1 (around 298 nm) coincides with its large increase. The unstructured band is only detected for the m/z 78 fragmentation channel (NH 3 loss), and indeed corresponds to fragmentation following UV excitation only (1-color scheme). Two fragmentation mechanisms thus seem to be in competition.
Around the band origin, sharp vibronic transitions are observed. About 2000 cm -1 higher in energy, a broad fragmentation continuum appears through 1-color excitation and is observed only for the m/z The electronic spectrum of 3APH + shows well-resolved vibronic transitions up to 1500 cm -1 where the onset of the background signal roughly appears. 3-APH + has an intense 0 0 0 band with other vibronic transitions located at + 527 cm -1 and 813 cm -1 . These two transitions can be assigned to inplane ring deformation modes 6a 0 1 and 1 0 1 , as observed in the neutral aminopyridine molecule. 23 There is a set of bands at 975, 1007 and 1040 cm -1 followed by two next intense bands at 1341 cm -1 and 1518 cm -1 . No low frequency mode is observed at the band origin, in contrast to 2-APH + , the first two transitions being at 276 cm -1 and 334 cm -1 with rather weak intensity. The band origin of the protonated molecule is largely red-shifted by more than 3500 cm -1 as compared to the neutral form but the overall spectrum is similar, in particular the intense 6a and 1 vibrational transitions.
Protonated 4-aminopyridine (4-APH + )
The photo fragmentation mass spectra of 4-APH + through 1-and 2-color excitation schemes are reported in Figure 3 along with its electronic spectrum. As for 3-APH + , the UV fragmentation yield is null at the band origin (269 nm, 37 174 cm -1 ) and dramatically increases though absorption of the 355 nm probe laser. The 2-color fragmentation channels are essentially the same as before, i.e. m/z 94 (H loss) and its three secondary fragments at m/z 67, 51, 41, m/z 78 (NH 3 loss) and m/z 68 (HCN loss), with one exception, a new fragmentation channel appearing at m/z 79. This ionic fragment is associated to the loss of NH 2 from the protonated molecule and is specific of 4-APH + . For wavelengths below 265 nm, two fragments at masses m/z 68 and m/z 78 are produced following UV only excitation. These two ions are the ones formed in CID ( Figure SI1 , Supporting Information). Their fragmentation kinetics is similar, about 3.3 ± 0.2 ms, which indicates that these two ions are issued from a statistical fragmentation process in the ground electronic state after internal conversion. In 4-APH + , fragmentation following internal conversion opens from roughly 500 cm -1 of excess energy in the S 1 while no fragmentation is observed through UV excitation at the band origin.  (B 1 ) (3b 2 -2a 2 ) 5.13  NH * (A") (4a"-22a') 6.23  NH * (A") (4a"-22a') 6.13  (B 1 ) (1a 2 -4b 2 ) 6.30
Discussion
Vertical and adiabatic excited state calculations
Ab initio coupled-cluster (CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ) calculations have been performed for the three protonated aminopyridine. Ground state geometry optimizations confirm that, for all these molecules, protonation occurs at the pyridinic nitrogen (noted NH + isomer). Protonation at the amino group and carbon atoms is in average 0.8 and 1.5 eV higher in energy. For all molecules, the ground state equilibrium structure is planar without pyramidalization of the amino group, at variance with what is found for the neutral species. 22-24 2-and 3-APH + thus belong to Cs point group and 4-APH + belongs to C 2v point group. The vertical excited state energies are reported in Table 1 along with the corresponding frontier molecular orbital representation.
As it can be readily seen in Table 1, times larger than the B 1 state and is populated through UV excitation. Otherwise, as for the other molecules, the dissociative * (A") states lie much higher in energy and should not be involved in the deactivation mechanism following UV excitation.
Geometry optimizations of the first * state have been performed for the three molecules. The adiabatic S 1 energies, compared to the experimental band origin transitions are reported in Table 2 and the optimized structures are plotted in Figure 6 . We first present the analysis of the electronic excitation spectra and fragmentation mechanism of 2-and 3-APH + and then discuss the more complicated behavior of 4-APH + . 
Franck-Condon analysis
2-APH +
The weak intensity of the band origin along with the progression on low frequency modes reveals a geometry change in the excited state as predicted by the excited state optimized structure calculated at the CC2/aug-cc-pVDZ. Geometry optimization (see Figure 6 ) of the first excited state leads to pyramidalization of the ring nitrogen (dihedral angle CCNH + 20°) along with a slight out-of-plane twist motion of the amino group (dihedral angle NCNH amino 10°). The adiabatic transition energy including ZPE difference correction is 4.00 eV, in very good agreement with the experimental band origin of 3.92 eV, i.e. only 0.08 eV higher (see Table 2 ). Besides, the S 2 adiabatic transition energy is calculated Since no other conformer is expected in the ground state, we have thus searched for a second minimum in the excited state potential energy surface (PES) that could explain these intense transitions from 635 cm -1 . CC2 optimization of the * with symmetry restriction (Cs point group as in the ground electronic state) has converged to a minimum located only 210 cm -1 above the adiabatic minimum. Its simulated Franck Condon spectrum is reported in figure 7 , with its origin set at the 635 cm -1 band of the experimental spectrum. In this Cs structure, only the in-plane vibration Figure SI3 for the overall photo-fragmentation spectrum from 225 nm to 340 nm). In the planar structure (Cs point group), only totally symmetric vibrational modes are allowed, i. e. the in-plane vibration and even quanta of the out-of-plane motion. The in-plane modes 6a, 1 and 18a are calculated at 515, 812 and 999 cm -1 that are in perfect agreement with the experimental values of 527, 813 and 1007 cm -1 . The simulated Franck-Condon spectrum of 3-APH + is plotted in Figure 8 and nicely reproduces the experimental data, which supports the assignment of the intense vibronic transitions.
Deactivation mechanism following UV excitation
One of the striking results is the absence of fragmentation for 3-APH + and 4-APH + at the band origin while 2-APH + undergoes dissociation following UV excitation. In the two former molecules, photo fragmentation opens following UV excitation with some excess energy in the excited state. It requires about 1500 cm -1 in 3-APH + and only 500 cm -1 in 4-APH + . In all cases, the fragmentation channels observed through one-color excitation are those obtained in CID experiment. Besides, the UV-only fragmentation kinetics recorded for the three aminopyridine is quite long, from 450 µs to few ms, incompatible with direct dissociation from the excited state. All these results strongly suggest that, when these protonated aminopyridine fragment after UV excitation, IC is the deactivation mechanism.
Fragmentation channels following IC: NH 3 Proton transfer reaction from the pyridinic nitrogen to the adjacent carbon atom is invoked in the fragmentation mechanism leading to the HCN loss in the ground state. 25 We have investigated the excited state proton transfer (ESPT) reaction from the nitrogen (NH + ) to the adjacent carbon (C 2 or C 6 ) atoms through CC2 calculations for the three aminopyridine. The adiabatic energies of the S 1 state of the three aminopyridine are reported in Table 3 . While protonation on the carbon atom is highly endothermic in the ground state by more than 2 eV for all molecules, it becomes competitive in the excited state. ESPT to C 2 is slightly endothermic in 3-APH + by 0.2 eV, which is within the error expected for this calculation. It is thus difficult to firmly assert whether or not ESPT can occur in 3-APH + . In 2-APH + and 4-APH + , ESPT is energetically open with an exothermicity E in the order of 0.4/0.5 eV. Note that in the protonated carbon structures, there is no minimum of the PES since the geometry optimizations of the S 1 state have led to a conical intersection with the ground state. The well resolved vibrational electronic spectroscopy along with the long excited state lifetimes in these systems imply that, if ESPT occurs, it should go through tunneling. Localization of the transition state for the proton transfer reaction requires multi reference excited state calculations which are out of the scope of this study. However, it is thought that ESPT from the pyridinic nitrogen to the adjacent carbon atom triggers efficient IC leading to dissociation in the ground state.
and HCN loses
Excited state proton transfer (ESPT)
Radiative vs excited state lifetimes
The measured S 1 lifetime of 3-APH + is 25 ± 5 ns, which is comparable to the radiative lifetime calculated at 22.4 ns. 26 Besides, the absence of fragmentation around the band origin implies that the system does not undergo IC until 1500 cm -1 of excess energy in the S 1 state. This suggest that the only deactivation mechanism in 3-APH + is fluorescence from the origin up to roughly 1500 cm -1 of excess energy. It is noteworthy that the excited state lifetime of neutral 3-AP is much shorter, about 0.4 ns at the origin. 27 In 2-APH + , the excited state lifetime decreases as the excess energy increases from less than 8 ns (within the experimental time resolution limited by the cross correlation of the nanosecond lasers) at the band origin to 1 ns at +2000 cm -1 (see Figure 5 ). The radiative lifetime is estimated at 9.4 ns, 26 slightly longer than the excited state lifetime but within the uncertainty of such estimation. Neutral 2-AP has an excited state lifetime of 1.89 ns. 28 Here again, there is a lengthening of the excited state lifetime upon protonation. 2-APH + fragments after IC even at the band origin, but we can anticipate that the fluorescence yield should be high. Note that for these two aminopyridine molecules, fluorescence study of the neutral and cationic forms in liquid has evidenced the large increase of the fluorescence quantum yield upon protonation. 10 The low fluorescence quantum yield in neutral aminopyridine (less than 0.1) has been rationalized by the coupling of the * state with the low lying n N * state, with the lone pair orbital of the pyridinic nitrogen. Since this n N * charge transfer state is absent in the protonated species, the * excited state lifetime gets longer.
The situation is quite different in 4-APH + . The excited state lifetime of 4-APH + is significantly shorter than the two other protonated aminopyridine, 700 ps at the origin. It is noteworthy that the calculated radiative lifetime is longer, around 3 ns. Besides, a long decay time of 2µs has been measured with ns lasers, which reveals the involvement of a long lived excited state in the photo dynamics of 4-APH + . So, the absence of fragmentation at the band origin and the fact that the excited state lifetime is not limited by the radiative lifetime strongly suggests that a process leading to a long-lived (2µs) excited state occurs in this molecule. The 2µs lifetime raises the question of inter system crossing (ISC) in this molecule. As it is discussed below, a twisted intramolecular charge transfer mechanism is more likely to occur.
Twisted Intramolecular Charge Transfer (TICT) in 4-APH +
In the ground state, 4-APH + is planar and belongs to the C 2v point group. Contrary to the other amino pyridines, 4-APH + has a quite different excited state manifold at the C 2v ground state structure. The two first excited states S 1 and S 2 are quasi degenerated, their vertical transition energy being calculated at 5.11 and 5.13 eV. They both correspond to  -* transitions with a different LUMO unoccupied frontier molecular orbital (Table 1) . When keeping the C 2v symmetry, geometry optimizations of the S 1 and S 2 states lead to adiabatic energies of 4.78 eV (for A 1 ) and 4.71 eV (for B 1 ).
However, these optimized structures are not true minima since 4 or 5 negative frequencies have been calculated for each excited state.
Geometry optimization has also been performed while keeping the NH 2 group in the plane of the aromatic ring (fixed dihedral angle CCNH at 0°), which should correspond to the active Franck Condon region. In this structure, there is a pyramidalization at the carbon atom in position 2 with a C 4 C 3 C 2 N dihedral angle of 19° ( Figure 6 ). In that case, a true minimum without imaginary frequency has been found, with an adiabatic transition energy (corrected by the  ZPE ) of 4.58 eV, ca. only 0.03 eV to the red of the experimental band origin (see Table 2 ). This calculated * transition indeed corresponds to the experimental band origin. The first active out-of-plane modes are calculated at 86 cm -1 , 208 cm -1 and 356 cm -1 , quite close to the experimental transitions. So the few intense vibronic transitions observed in the 2-color excitation scheme are assigned to this * state with NH 2 in the plane of the pyridine ring.
Geometry optimization of the * state without symmetry constraints has led to a totally different structure. The symmetry in the optimized S 1 structure is reduced to Cs point group, with the amino group twisted by 90° and bent out of the plane of the aromatic ring by 18° ( Figure 6 ). This structure is a true minimum of the potential energy surface with no imaginary frequency. The frontier molecular orbitals of the S 1 state in planar and twisted structures are plotted in Figure 9 . It should be stressed that the mirror plane of the Cs structure comprises the NH 2 moiety and is perpendicular to the plane of the aromatic ring. In this twisted structure, the first excited state has a charge transfer character of A" symmetry, characterized by a transition from the n NH2 lone pair and  arom orbitals (9a") to the anti-bonding orbital of the aromatic ring (17a'). This anti-bonding orbital of the pyridine ring (17a') is totally symmetric in this Cs structure, and is thus considered as a  arom * orbital. Strictly speaking, this defines a  arom * transition (A"), which however closely resembles to the usual * transition (A' symmetry) when the mirror plan coincides with the aromatic ring (inplane NH 2 ). The adiabatic transition energy of the twisted structure is calculated at 4.20 eV (Table 2) , underestimated by 0.41 eV as compared to the experimental band origin. This is about ten times larger than the uncertainty found for the other systems with the CC2 method. Due to the absence of Franck Condon activity in this Cs structure, this twisted adiabatic minimum cannot not be directly reached through UV excitation and is considered as a dark state and responsible for the non-radiative decay. After UV excitation in the active Franck Condon region (in-plane NH 2 ), the locally excited * state (A') evolves into the CT state (A") in the course of the twist motion. This charge transfer state (A") is quite similar to the twisted intramolecular charge transfer state (TICT) invoked in similar systems such as 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)-benzonitrile DMABN and DMABME in solvent. 11 It is noteworthy that TICT process is observed in solution where the solvent plays a crucial role in stabilizing electronic states with large dipole moment such as in CT state. 29 In the gas phase, it has been shown that at least two water molecules are required to trigger the TICT process in DMABME. 30 Excited state dynamics studies have been conducted both in liquid and solvated clusters in the gas phase. Ultrafast TICT formation in small DMAME-(CH 3 CN) n clusters has been measured in the 1 to 5 ps time scale, dynamics that gets faster as the cluster size increases. 31 DMABN exhibits also fast intramolecular CT process in the order of 10-30 ps depending on the solvent. 32 In bare DMABN molecule, ultrafast relaxation dynamics of the S 2 charge transfer state (L alike) from the Franck-Condon geometry (planar NH 2 ) towards the TICT state (90°) has been measured in the sub picosecond regime. 33, 34 In these experiments, the femtosecond pump laser (266 nm or 270 nm) brings a large excess energy, about 0.6 eV above the band origin of the S 1 (L b -like) state, which should drastically shorten the dynamics. The excited state lifetime recorded in the case of 4-APH + points out to the relatively slow dynamics towards the TICT state at the band origin, in the order of 700 ps. The dynamics becomes faster as the excess energy in the locally excited state increases and drops down to few tens of ps 1000 cm -1 above the origin. Although the adiabatic CT state lies 0.4 eV below the adiabatic * state, the PES in the FC region is rather flat, as revealed by the relatively small energy gradient calculated during the first steps of the S 1 optimization. However, as soon as the NH 2 group starts to twist, the * state develops quickly towards the CT state without barrier. The oscillator strength for radiative emission from the CT state is quite low, in the order of 3 10 -4 (in length gauge unit), leading to a radiative lifetime of about 10 µs (the 0 0 0 emission wavelength being calculated at 410 nm). This puts a higher limit for the experimental lifetime of the CT state, knowing that 0.4 eV of excess energy is gained during the TICT process. It should also be stressed that in the TICT structure, we have not found a path for internal conversion to the ground state that would lead to dissociation. The absence of fragmentation around the band origin is thus consistent with the formation of the TICT state.
Finally, we have calculated the oscillator strengths from the TICT state to the manifold of upper excited states up to 4 eV higher, in order to compare with the absorption of the 355 nm probe laser (3.5 eV) that leads to the specific m/z 79 ionic fragment (NH 2 loss). Interestingly, the A' transition towards the dissociative  NH2 * orbital (S 5 state) has the largest oscillator strength (0.024 in length gauge unit) by more than 2 order of magnitude over the other ones and is calculated at 3.25 eV, ca.
in the range of the probe photon energy. So the 2µs decay recorded in the pump/probe experiment of 4-APH + when detecting the specific NH 2 loss fragment is compatible with the excited state lifetime of the TICT state. It is worth mentioning that ISC could, in principle, be invoked to rationalize the shortening of the * state lifetime compared to the radiative one and the long 2 µs decay in 4-APH + . In first approximation and without strong vibronic coupling, 35, 36 ISC is forbidden between electronic state of same symmetry, for instance 1 * to 3 *. For 2-and 3-APH + , only A' symmetry states are in the manifold of the locally excited state which precludes ISC, in agreement with the experimental results.
In contrast, for 4-APH + , singlet and triplet states of different symmetries (A 1 and B 1 ) are within the manifold of the low-lying excited states (SI Table SI 1) . At the optimized geometry of the in-plane NH 2 structures (Franck-Condon active region), the first and second triplet states lie below the singlet * state by 0.66 eV and 0.03 eV, respectively ( Table 4 ). The 1 * state optimized structure is close to the C 2v symmetry and despite the absence of symmetry, one can make connection with the excited states manifold of the C 2v structure. A careful inspection of the molecular orbitals allows to connect the S 1 * state to the A 1 symmetry and the triplet T 1 and T 2 states to A 1 and B 1 symmetries, respectively. According to the energy gap law, 37,38 the almost degenerated S 1 (A 1 ) and T 2 (B 1 ) states might have a sizeable ISC probability. It should also be stressed that, in the twisted optimized structure (Table 4) , the first singlet and triplet CT states (A") are degenerated (within 0.03 eV) due to the uncoupled electron in the  and lone pair orbitals. So in the course of the TICT process, ISC is symmetry allowed. However, the T 1 optimized structure ( 3 *, A 1 symmetry) is planar, in a C 2v symmetry as in the ground state. This is in agreement with the results of Serrano-Andres et al. 39 in the case of aminobenzonitrile (ABN) and DMABN. This 3 * optimized structure lies 0.5 eV below the 3 CT state, so if ISC occurs in the course of the TICT formation, the system should undergo a reverse twist motion of the amino group leading to the adiabatic T 1 planar structure. In this planar geometry, the only transition that has a large oscillator strength (0.13 length gauge unit) corresponds to a  (2b 2 ) to * (4b 2 ) transition (A 1 ) calculated at 3.12 eV which does not lead to NH 2 loss. Therefore, although ISC can in principle occur in 4-APH + , there is no experimental evidence for this process and in any case, it does not need to be invoked to explain the 2 µs long decay signal recorded on the NH 2 loss fragment with the 2-color excitation scheme.
Conclusions
We have investigated the photo fragmentation processes in protonated aminopyridine through a combined experimental and theoretical study. Although being rather simple aromatic molecules, their photo dynamics are much more complex than expected. One of the striking results of this study is the drastic change in the fragmentation branching ratio in 4-APH + . Within the first 500 cm -1 above the origin, TICT process is the only non-radiative decay channel, evidenced by the detection of the NH 2 loss channel in the 2-color excitation scheme. Above this excess energy, internal conversion to the ground state opens and becomes the only deactivation path with 1000 cm -1 of excess energy. The * state lifetime measured at this excess energy is less than 100 ps, which reveals that TICT process is not a very fast process even with such excess energy. The path to IC in the protonated aminopyridine molecules that we have evidenced in this study is excited state proton transfer from the protonated pyridinic nitrogen towards the adjacent carbon atom. This reaction is exothermic in 4-APH + by more than 0.5 eV, an energy even lower than the optimized TICT state. This proton transfer reaction must however go through an energy barrier, which might explain the well resolved electronic spectroscopy recorded below the onset of the reaction. The CC2 calculations performed in this study seem to give a quite reliable picture of the excited state properties. This simple and relatively small system should provide a benchmark system for nonadiabatic excited state dynamics simulation.
